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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ed Mrozek 
Friday, March 5, 2021 8:33 AM
John Borrowman; Robert Seeley; Jeffrey Hilstad; Esme Comfort; Karen Marra; Joanna 
McCallum; Vi Sandford; Council; bowvalleyengage@gmail.com; Shared.MunicipalClerk 
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06: Opposition to TSMV ASPs

Dear Municipal Clerk, 

I am writing to indicate that I am OPPOSED to Three Sisters Mountain Villageâ€™s latest development 
proposals as presented and I would encourage members of Council to NOT proceed to Second Reading. The 
applicant has presented 2 ASP's to Council which represent the most consequential development proposal in the 
history of Canmor. This will shape and change the nature and character our community for generations to come. 
Council has a grave responsibility to the community and the residents as a whole. My concerns which are 
shared by a majority of residents in Canmore are as follows: 

1. Social - The TSMV applications as presented have the potential to add 7,125 additional dwelling units.
As a frame of reference the Town of Canmore websites indicates there were 7,963 dwelling units in
2019. Population estimates from 10 to 15,0000 would mean a doubling of the population. It should be
noted that the application contravenes Bylaw 1-98, Section 14.9.2.4. which states up to 3447 more units
can be built. In addition, there is little information in the applicant's proposal which looks at the social
impact on existing residents nor any mention or thought on the need for additional social services such
as hospitals and social services. Besides the financial costs in this area, there will be a human cost.

2. Environmental/Ecological - Canmore is located in an extremely sensitive environmental area. Previous
development has resulted in a choke point in the Yukon to Yellowstone wildlife corridor. If Canmore is
to meet it's role in environmental and ecological stewardship, we need to reconsider the inequities the
2020 Provincially designated corridor. We can provide leadership and and address the concerns with
adequate land use designations and bylaws. We will only have 1 chance to do this right!

3. Financial - Finally, the applicant in their presentation at first reading indicated that this proposal will
decrease taxes in Canmore. In reviewing the documentation and looking at past history., I can personally
say that this is patently false. Residential property taxes will not decrease. Studies have shown that taxes
will rise over 250% over the life of this project as approved further exacerbating the unaffordability of
living in Canmore! Well planned and timed commercial development would be welcome in Canmore
but it won't work if businesses can't find employees to work!

4. Public Engagement - Since the TSMV ASP Amendment proposal that was rejected in early 2017, all
public engagement has been developer led. To my knowledge, the Town has not conducted any public
engagement sessions on this proposal, how it fits into Canmore's vision. Furthermore, given the possible
impact of this proposal are we even clear if our previous vision is still relevant and what should our
vision be going forward as what could be a town of 30,000.

I believe Town Council's responsibility is to represent the interests of the community as a whole, to determine 
the future vision of the community through public engagement and consultation and to ensure that the social, 
environmental/ecological and financial interests of the town and it's residents are protected. I therefore believe 
that this proposal must not go forward to Second Reading until the Town conducts or hires independent 
consultants and through collaboration and public engagement 1) re-examine and reshape our vision of Canmore 
and only then 2) assess the impacts of this or any revised proposal against OUR new vision. This is too 
important a decision for a single developer to tell us what is best for Canmore!.  
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Sincerely, 

Ed Mrozek 

-- Ed Mrozek  
emrozek@hotmail.com 


